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Publishing Introduction walk of my education: 30 years of cultural Li Town walking collection of
essays. Li Town around education and academic exchange activities. walking and thinking at home
and abroad. culture written prose selection. As an independent-thinking intellectuals. deep eyes.
through the phenomenon of walking. the focus on position in the natural landscape behind the
precipitation cultural connotation. life sentiment walking. the perception of the wider world. the
perception of social The past. present and future. while walking interpret the history of intellectuals
mind. interpretation of the history of education and civilization. Him time and space explorers.
more humanistic ideas to explore. a rational interpretation of the performance object in the rich
cultural association and imagination. poetic characteristics showed infiltration of the rational spirit
and inner thinking. The his pen Baozhan with the deep national sense of urgency and education.
between the lines the filling through history wise philosophizing. These essays. let us re-thinking
intellectuals in the historical process of the non-. the Coorong with ups and downs. and to rethink
the...
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A really awesome pdf with lucid and perfect information. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a satisfaction of reading a
composed book.
-- Claudine Jerde-- Claudine Jerde

Comprehensive guideline for book lovers. It is really simplified but excitement in the fi y percent in the publication. Your daily life period is going to be
change as soon as you full looking at this book.
-- Kayley Lind-- Kayley Lind
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